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At past me .in of the American EZ,ret400cal :Research Association, a rarity'

cf,papers and symposia have dealt with te6bnical issues related to the improve-,

ment of large-scale testing pr ogre...--those programs which we are defining as

efforts to determine the status of student achieVement on a school, dieP.'.-xict,

state CT national basis. We know that such program s are 1-1,creasing in nuMber

and cost (Bawleg, 197). Their existence is commonly found as a prerequisite

t-
in the the is for accountability in public education.

appeared to --y of us, however, that presentations during the last few

years lave ire-reasingly ended by asking two basic questions

fi Are sudh programs actually producing data which serves the

informatio=1 needs of the deelcdon-fraktm,-g bodies for wham
they are designed' Cr to put it another way, is there -any

- evidence that decisions, particularly of the policy mature,
are bPin stimulated or enhanced by the data Be4TT produced
by such programs?

And if such programs are not having the desired impact, why

not? What can be done to inprove rbts situation'.

This symposium was organized specifically to focus on these two questions.

In answering the first question, it is my belie!. that there is -Eow sufficient

enipirical evidence and a sufficient number of public declarations of subjective

evaluations by both producers and coosmmers of large - scale testing data to

admit that such programs are not meeting the decision-making needs of their

tar0t audiendes. Let me quis t.ly review'some of t4is-evideace.

.J. 0
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ip Lest year l'presented the results of a nationwide sUrvey of
state Assessment- programs (1A11, 1975). One of tie najor find-
ings of this study was rl-tet, with the ircoeptioprof setting
priorities for the-Moostion of funds toder)Fitle 113. the
771eritary and Secondary Edocatioo Act, less than a third of the
states could "sbow evidemce of using their assessment results to
7,.1-e the types of decisions which are 4"-..-memtly cited as a

jusrific:ttion for the initiation of statewide ass-mnen± pro-
graTs" (p. ii)..

In the evelnatiod of the assessment program of irstate rat has
provided national leadership in the so-called "accountability
tovenent," the authors declared rho- one of fhl nost
lug fi-n44nE7R.VaS that the statewide assessment program had
"little apparent value to any =ajar grocp" Mouse, Rivers 6
Stuffleheam, 1974, p. 664) .

S3Trilx complaints about the ler+ of utility of statewide assess-.
neat programs, at least in the policy arena, were voiced at the
1975 National Forum for the Advancement of State Educational
Assesiment Programs and the 1974 conference of Natimmal,
Association ofState Boards of Education. The harshest =wants
were made by state legislators (or their staffs), by 4400-4 state
school officers or by menders 'of state educational bonds.
Remember, these are tine groups frequently cited as target godAir

ences for state assessment data.

In 1978, the Oregon Department'of Education conducted as inven--.
tory and analysis of standardized norm-reference tests sandals-
tered in the state on a district- or school -wide basis {deJug,
1973). One portion of the study dealt with the use cede by the
schools of their test data. Nearly all reported that the target
audiences for such test results were tP_Prbers and that such
tests were used either for classrooi plar,r4ng or for assigning
student grades. Fewer than five percent reported that the data
WWI used for any policy purposes at the building or district
level. Yet, at the Department of Education, we are daily
receiving communications from teachers about-a new Minimum
School Standard which requires that districts initiate program
assessment activitieVir These teachers report that the current
tests being used by their districts or buildings are "useless,"
so why mandate further activity in this area.

Bleacher (1975) recently reported the results of a study in
Michigan focusing on teacher attitudes towards accountability
and assessment efforts at either the state or local level. His
tA2-1.1 respondents reported, among other findings, thatasSess-
meat infornatiop produced from whatever source,(state or local)

and transmitted to teachers resulted in (a) tions with
Ate

which they felt they could not physically or =entail comply,

_
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and C5) information sep4e1 was irrelevant to their personal

i=IRTESts. Given these two fir.-1,-34n g, one stit ess=ce that

these assessment ,had little Impact on polityrakimg at
the e-lssroom I.eve_at /east to the extent soca policies were
chosen or enactedby teachers. '

These are some of the indicators Which have led re personally to the conclusion'

11-tat large -scale testing prOgraCS, as preSe:=1* COMa0=Lad, 10127., Trin4Tr1 or no

impact on the educational policylmPvIng andiencesjer whom they are supposedly

designed They are ..a.stained only by a li.fe-st system ufalch is connected"

to the temperas cord of federal and state requirements or a host of good inten-

t
tions. I also believe that we rust eirheT in-prove this situation or that one

of these days budget-conscloei:s policymakers are sking to ote the data to rake a

decision that I an certain woke of us are after They'are going to tecide that

the body of large -scale teshag is no longer bre-at-114n and pall the plug.

There are at least three major schools of thought as to Why large-scale testing

progrars are not adequately responsive to thing:m:10nel policyirxkers at the

national, State or local level.

111

idle first school of thought says the problem rests with thg policymakers them-

selves. They either, do not umIt to: rAlre any decisions or they do not want to

make any data based decisions. Those of you who advocate this position will

get a certain aunt of argument from policy scholars'in other fields.

Lin bloom (1968) for exarple quotes a former director of the federal budgeting

system who admonished:

a

The cynical view of the =atter is that rational calenlation in govern-
rent progre=ring is a harmless but Ineffet-tual pdrsuit, since all '

Nog
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important cues-tip= are u1timate/7 dPcs3ed "grounds. .

. .The thesis is wrong if it. is taken to mesa the findings of $411ed
and objective analysis ofcmhlic programs Are not Influential in
demision-=king az the highest level. En fact.-such f4-)44-,gc are

and, mat 4rvf-recuect1y, decisive (p.1I).-

here is also e4APcP fram a recent study of the Institute for Social ResearCh

4 .
at the University of4viChigan (1975) that ;pp-level federal polloymakers are

looking far belp from social scientists and are using the results of social

science research to shape po/ley decisions As quoted in 7.,iumation Daily:

. 4

. Our data suggest that tavern:rent ere:natives &hot 'need to be
sold a the potential:me-illness of scientific information nor do
they 1.1K a reasoned appreciation of its value in molding important
decisi6.4.1i (p. 5):

A second school of thought: cites the inadequaciei of the disseminatioo and

utilization subsystems or practices of large-wale testing efforts as the major

reason why such programs do no; adequately serve or influence fhPlr target

-audieces.

1

And a third viewpoint challenges the suitability of large-scale testing pro-

grams, at- least as currently operated, for serving the realities Adocational

It is to this viewpoint that I will concentrate the remainder ofpolicYnakirti-

my remarks.

Definitions about what we mean by the educational"policymaking process" are
,

,,
legion. fhappen to like the definition used by Vann (1975) that educational ,

,policymaking is. a process characterized by deltoeratiol on problems which.

I



"are.pahlic im nature- . -are very consecF-0-W -are complex. . -.are doni-

mated by uncertainty. . .reflect and are affected by disagreement abort the

goals to be e.L.s..ed" (p: 11)

e --

.Given this definitin:o, let ne offer three reasons why I feel our current

approach to large-scale.testing programs are not suited to the relities ofakr.t\

educational polloyraA4--,g process. In so doing, I hope to stimulate sore thoughts

on your part About specific steps you can take to improve the inpact of large-

scale testing programs (and i might add, reseercb emd-evalmet4on

firviiTTR as well).

(1) Such programs have not adenuately defined the level at which their target
audiences are moat. 30-Ply to eve polity.

Yost directors of testing cari:liell you who they t-1/1.1k their target audiences

are; i.e., state legislators, local school board members, state or district-

school adninistrators, classroom teachers and so forth. But Char is as far as

their analysis has generally proceeded. They have not accounted for the fact

that any one of these target audiences are likely to make policy at a variety

of levels and that seldom will the sane data serve theSe variety of needs. The

literature on poiicy analysis or policymaking is full_of definitions about

different levels of policymaking. Simon (1960) =ales the distinction between

"organizAtional.goLlcy, Prin4rtiqtrative policy and operational policy" IP. 5).

Others speak to distinctions between "macro-societal" policy iSsues where

multiple Institutions within a'locale bear responsibility for solutions and

4 0'
"organizational" policy issues Where a single institution is faced with the
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- nail= deciatummaling responsibility 1975) ;1.cr example, on the one 171F"IA

a state board of education may be cocerned with pol4t-te-c whicIrrelate tpo bow

the reading program in schooling systems can contribute to equal opportunity.

On the same agenda, they
.
be conserved uith recommending ubether state-

approved ree-ling textbooks should focus on "commtrea;mnsion or "vocab-

ulary The level of policy they are deali-ng with is very different and

yet the statewide assessment program in reading is probably trying to assist

'the= with both deciscns using the same test scores and variables eTIAlyzed and

reported in the sane ;may. Eann made this point well uhem he said:

If ue are_to have a uay to improve. . .ue rust allo-have a way to

exclude data, ignore variables, suppress interactions and focus
atro-Ption on particular phenomena and rx_latiomahips that are of

interest. Increasing the-i=igar of the definition of-policy, and
establishing its descriptie Units, can contribute to our ability to

ingrave the policy decision-making process (p. 7-8).

(2) Such programs seldom have the capacity to produce information which is

'issue" oriented at a time when it is nost needed by policynakera._

The_ majority of individuals responsible for large-scale testing programs with

whom I have talked feel it is thfir Primary task to produce technically sound

data. They usually issue this in a report of some type soon after their analy-

sis is completed. They feel it is somebody else's respousiblity tosderArmine

what policy issues are suggested by the data.-

A few directors assume they also have this latter responsibility but only after

--N the data has been collected and analyzed. Z to ow of at least two statewide

assessment program's that use interpretation pan4ls alter the data is available



and accompany their technical reports with specific recommendations about the

type of policy issues which night be addressed. Both of these viewpoints seem

v..,

to me to ignore the realities of the educatioadl policy lag prkefig-Vgd
1,,ACT

major factor as'to why such data has little inpact. Again, taming to theep--

..,

literature on.policymaking, one finds general agreement that it is only at the

point rhar_a problem, denandor need becomes a publicly recognized "issue" that

it-is 341-Ply to reCeive my type Df-pottcy-actiorr-tEasm=4---1965; Jones, 1970;

Truman, 1962). And it is at this point that decison-meceis are most receptive

to objective analysis of data which bears on that topiC. Bow much more effi-

cient and- IgiFtive our.large7scale testing programs would be if they could (1)

identify the nost consequential "is..=4-1.Yilich their target audiences are

111-Ply to be facing and design their programs to produce information specific

to those topics; (2) nova away from the one-shot, once-a-year reporting syn-

drome and instead build a capacity to deliver the infer-nate:In 4rhoi-it 'Zs

"t{ 1y" to the policycaking needs of the target =ud ; and (3) develop the

capacity to provide quick turn- around analyses and tudies responsive to unan-

ticipated derands which have suddenly risen to the "issue" stag'. This. latter

capacity is not all that unrealistic to expect when you consider all oi the

Other data collection and analysis capacities within an organization which

seldom, if ever, are coordinated with the student testing program. If sapling

strategies,' geographic reporting boundaries' and other such technical considera-

tions were carried out in a coordinated way within coat of our institutions, we

could be using our student performance data, fat' more effectively for dealing

with "issue-related" decisions on a note timely end responsive schedule.

(3) Pew programs take into account the fact that the policymakiig process

is characterized by "uncertainty" and also by "competing" value systems. '

-7-
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To put it another way, very few large-scale testing programs now have the cape-
,

city to assist their policymakers identify and PT-Tlyze the consequences of

alternative decisions or to do follow-up research to answer questions prompted

by the original assessment results. In most of our programs, we can answer the

question of "what" the student performance is in a particular.iiea, but we

certainly cannot answer the question of "why" a particular result occurred. We

are, in fact, contributing to the "uncertainty" about an issue. Given scarce

resources, night it be more effecti%to concentrate on a few critical subject

areas and release existing dollars for follow -up research to provide better
44

answers sbout "Why" some of the data turned out the way it did? If interpre-

tation panels are going to be used to deter7mineszehe potential policy impact of

assessment data, night it not be more effective to have such groups prepare a

series of alternative recommendations which includes their best estimate of the

kV

educational, fiscal and political consequences of each alternative?

In summary, with the best of.intentions and at great personal and fistA cost,

we have initiated large-scale testing programs for the purpose of producing

useful information for target policymaking audiences. We have evidence that

our efforts have missed the mark, aid it is my belief that a contributing

factor is our lack of understanding of and responsiveness to.the practicalities,

and realities of the policy process itself. I have suggested at least three

areas in which improvements should be made. Let me leave you with the fol-
.

lowing potm. It is supposedly anonymous, but I think it actually was written

by the director of a large-scale testing program.

If you run very hard

With great effort and sprain

rou bay clamber aboard

The last car, the wrong train.
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